
FIRST ANTHOLOGY™ Rules Supplement

This First Anthology contains six rare white-border cards previewing upcoming expansion sets based on
Star Trek: Deep Space Nine™ and Star Trek: Voyager™.

Star Trek: Deep Space Nine Preview Cards

Orb of Prophecy and Change (artifact) — Our first Orb artifact, this card lets you see visions of your
future — and even change that future! (Note that when you place a card “within” your draw deck,
this can mean on the very top or bottom if you wish.)

Quark Son of Keldar (personnel: Klingon/Ferengi) — Perhaps the only “Ferengi Klingon” in Star Trek
history, Quark married Grilka and was accepted (well, just barely tolerated, really) in Klingon culture.
His marriage lasted just long enough to expose the financial manipulation that had been perpetrated
against the House of Kozak. (When in Klingon “mode,” this card is treated as fully Klingon. Did you
ever dream that you’d be able to play a Death Yell for Quark?!)

Garak (personnel: Cardassian/Non-aligned) — The only personnel card with a built-in Security
Sacrifice! When the Dominion placed the crew of Deep Space Nine in a computer-generated fantasy
world, one of the artificial players they encountered was Garak. The “virtual Cardassian” made the
ultimate sacrifice for his companions during their attempt to destroy the Bajoran wormhole.

Clarification on dual-affiliation personnel: Although you can change their affiliation throughout the
course of the game, the “starting mode” you choose is important for determining which outpost, 
if any, that personnel allows you to seed.

Star Trek: Voyager Preview Cards

Ensign Tuvok (personnel: Federation) — Some 80 years ago, young Tuvok was assigned to the U.S.S.
Excelsior. He participated in the events portrayed in Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country (although
we didn’t learn this until Voyager’s “Flashback” episode). Ensign Tuvok has a special new icon just
below his Alternate Universe symbol which will interact with other cards in future expansion sets.
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Dr. Telek R’Mor (personnel: Romulan) — The eminent academician Dr. R’Mor, a Romulan scientist
from the past, conceptually enters play by beaming through a temporal wormhole. Thus, this unusual
personnel card essentially has a built-in Devidian-Door-like capability to appear on any ship in play!

Thomas Paris (personnel: Non-aligned) — The alternate Tom Paris from “Non Sequitur” is a fugitive
on the run from Starfleet. However, after meeting Harry Kim, he chose to “become a good guy”
(trading his Treachery for Honor) and helped Harry return to the normal universe.
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